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Student Committees Formed lltegaUy
By Eric J. Fox
Minority A1limni Ass'n. Files
Civil Rights Suit Against Baruch;
Seeks Recognition As Separate Group
.......
s*
OSSCPl Jill I ....
he can find no provision in tbecon-
stitution that backs up the
treasurer's action.
However, Artic:Ie 1bree. 5ectioD
Three. states that '~~.
upon receipt of vouchen sipcd by
the president .... IIIJIIIOQII '" the
secretary,shall proceed to .certain
that funds are available for such
Continued on PK. 5, Col. J
that he was "still hopeful of a com-
promise if the administration
reafius that it' is OD"temJOUS legal .
grounds." .
Segall's comment on the suit was
CoJttiIIWd oil Pg. 4. Col. 1
that ERI's services were "no longer
being considered." However,
Aaron said recently that due to the
possibility of ERI taking this matter
to court, which would have
prevented another vendor from ac-
cepting a contract, a short-term
contract was renegotiated. The new
contract expires May 31, 1985.
"It didn't come down to a ques-
tion of who would have won",
asserted Aaron. UNo one would
have won. We didn't want to take
. the chance, though, of having
another vendor come in and then
having them. forced out because of
the possibility of ERI· forcing per-
formance of the old contract. There
would have been another break in
service while a new vendor came in
and another while ERJ set up
business again if they should win a
court battle. The ultimate loser
Continued on Pg. 7, Col. '4
By David F. O'BrieD
Baruch's Cafeterias He-Opened;
Former Vendor Under New Contract
Educational Refreshments, Inc.
(ERI) resumed full operations at
Baruch College's three cafeterias,
after an almost five-week break in
service, between Oct.1 and 3 under
a new, shorter contract.
ACooFdIng to Ronald M. Aaron,
associate dean of students, ERI was
locked out in response to ERI's
nonpayment of utilities and com-
mission fees owed to the Bernard
M. 'Baruch College Association,
Inc. When asked if the college had
ariy. alternative, Aaron said, UNo.
We had -eancelled their service.
They wouid not leave WilJing)y.
This forced the payment of the
commission and utility bills owed to
us." The cafeteriuare located in J7
Lexington Ave., ISS E. 24th St. and
360 Park Ave. So. :
'Earlier in the semester, Aaron
said in a Ticker interview (9/18/84)
By MaanJ Taveras
everyone the right to freely
associate, " said RaDdoIpb M.
Scott-McLaughHn, one of the at-
torneys from the Center for COD-
stitutional Rights representing the
Ad-hoc Committee. "In cases of
students seeking to organize, they
have won in almost every case . . .
except those groups dedicated to
violence or to just ha...mg parties.
"The lawsuit could take one to
two years. It depends on how hard
they fight,UScott-McLaughlin
said. But Scott-McLaughlin added
The Black and HispeDic AlIDDIJi
Association Ad-hoc Committee ru-
ed a federal class action suit on OCt.
9 apinst President ·Joel SepJJ,
seekiRa ofrlCial sanction to
,ocppjae as a separate:.~ - ... '
:-'.,~~-~~.. .
'SUI\:bi/'··.S8kf~JOiiiIi~;-·'"~
. of the Ad-hoc. Com-
* CENTEBFOLD:DECISIONS,J}gJS
Aylman ieid, ul've cIObaled
blo9dt~.!.~ ay~ f~~ last .
five years ·witJiout any adverse'ef-
fects," and added, "it takes seven
minutes to give· and it is relatively
painless - Similar to a mild pinch .
when the 'needle is inserted. After-
wards, donors will receive free cof-
fee, juice -and cookies and they can
Continued on Pg. 5, Col. 4
years, said, "In CU'C1e 1(, everyone
always donates. It's a very together
effort." Although Circle K will not
be sponsoring the Blood Program
this time, Kress said, "All club
members will be participating."
Carl Aylman, Director of Stu-
dent Activities, said that there is
also a project in the works to create
a competition between clubs during
the ~Iood Drive, and that the club
with the highest turnout would be
given an award - the details have
not yet been determined.
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Setting the Record
Straight
Liberals are fond of reminding me that
Ronald Reagan has sanctified greed
through his misguided economic policies.
However, Reagan has given' the American
people a booming economy and low infla-
tion. But there are those who continue to
insist that American taxpayers should be
. more than willing to fork over an even
larger share of their hard-eamed money to
the government, with no questions asked.
What liberals fail to understand is that pe0-
ple don't like high taxes, or voting for
politicians who promise to raise taxes to ex-
cruciatingly higher levels.
. According to the supply-sider economics,
when tax rates are cut, individuals invest
their money rather than place it in tax
shelters. By investing their money in prof-
itable economic ventures, individuals create
more wealth; therefore, the government has
new sources of wealth to tax. In other
words, the result of such cuts in the tax rate
is that the rich end up paying more in taxes -
than they would under a tax code that
penalizes industriousness. For" example, in
his article, "What Ronald Reagan Doesn't
Know .About His Own Achievements,"
which appeared in National Review,
George Gilder writes: "In 1982, for exam-
ple, in the midst of recession 48 percent
more households reported adjusted gross
incomes of more than $1 million, and they
paid 42 percent more taxes and a 37.4 per-
cent higher' share of taxes than .ln_the pre- _
recession, pre-tax-cut year of 1981. Such a
response was easily predictable."
Ironically, it is Ronald Reagan who has
made the rich pay their fair share of taxes.
However, since Walter Mondale is.
obsessed with. cutting the deficit, his solu-
tion has been to raise taxes. I:1DfortuDaCeJy,
Mr. MondaJe operates UDder the faJladous
ists only come calling ~I!en capital or
technology is needed to support their failing
economies.
When the Sandinistas first came to
power, President Carter offered them an
olive branch. He gave Nicaragua more
economic aid in 1980 than Somoza was
given in all his years in power. Nicaragua·
responded by increasing .the repression of
its citizens and continuing the militarization
of the country.
The third reason is a moral ODe. We sim-
. ply cannot abandon the people of Central
America to live under Marxism. It may be
hard -to convince a <JaetemaIaR. -peasant
who has no land, no political rights and no'
hope, that Castro is the enemy, .ana not
capitalism, but we must try. ~ Marxist
regime has ever moved rightward toward
democracy, except by force of arms. Ript-
wing regimes, however, as in the cases of.
Argentina and Greece, are capable of such
moves.
If you are an undecided voter, help re-
elect President Reagan, for no other rea.~pn
than to save the people of Central America
from the horrors that have befallen the
citizens of the Soviet Union.
The'Dcker
/"
Cuban airfields from which they can
threaten our supply lines.
The strategic equation would be com-
pHcated further if the Soviets were to ac-
quire bases in Nicaragua, El Salvador or
elsewhere in Central America. From these
bases, the Soviets could prey not only on
our supply lines to our troops in Europe,
but also on our supply of oil and strategic
metals from the Middle East and South-
Africa. A future. president would have to
divert resources needed to stop a Soviet ad-
vance in Europe, in order to ensure ade-
quate supplies to our troops in Europe and
our citizens at home.
Second, Marxism is innately hostile to
the United States. There are those who
believe that Marxist states in Central
Amer'ica would not necessarily be hostile to
this country and, therefore, would not be so
obliging to the Soviets in the event of war.
However, this is an inaccurate reading of
the situation. A Marxist government would
be, by its very nature, hostile to the United
States. To a Marxist, capitalism is the
enemy, and the United States is capitalism.
Any alliance between tbe two systems is
based on a convergence of interests. Marx-
By ED CbooD LeDI
Should¥ou-Re~electThisMan?
October 30, 1984
By Eric J. Fox
A major issue of the Presidential cam-
paign has been the Administration's policy
toward Central America. During the vice-
presidential debate, Geraldine Ferraro
claimed that Reagan's policies have
"militarized the region," and polls show
that most Americans are concerned about
this vital and strategic area.
President Reagan has repeatedly boasted
that under his administration ~&not on~lnch
of soil has fallen to the communis~' in
Central Alllerica, or elsewhere. Whil~ this
may be-ai'- oversimplification of the-issue,
the United States, for strategic: and moral
reasons, must not allow any Marxist re-
gimes to emerge in this troubled rePOft.
First, Marxist states in Central Amenca
will threaten our supply lines to our NATO
allies. In the event of a land war against the
Soviets in Europe, there are only enough
supplies stockpiled in Europe t9 last several
weeks. A massive resupply effort consisting
of troops, food, equipment and ammuni-
tion would begin ahnost immediately. Right
DOW. the Soviets have a submarine base at
Cienfuegos. Cuba lL and have access to
Militarizing Central America
Having lived in this country for only a
year and nine months, this coming
presidential election will be the first that I
will have experienced. How then is it that I
feel so strongly about who Americans
should elect as their president for the next
four years? Why should I, a foreign stu-
dent~ be more concerned about the' out- "
come of this election than most of my -
Ameiican: classmates?
I came from the island republic of
Singapore in January, 1983 to pursue my
studies. Before that, I had already been ex-
posed to the American culture via the
media, magazines, movies, etc. The USA to
Die was "The land of the free and home of
the brave.' In fact, when I Was in primary
school (grade- school), we were taught to
sing American folk songs like 'Old Black
Joe,' 'Old Folks At Home,' and 'Red River
Val1ey'-songs that, to my surprise, most People mentioned the economic reeov- and apin that a woman wb()does not want
of my American friends do Dot know. I ery. And why ·not? After thesecond worst a child will seek every means to abort it.
have always looked up to America and recession Americans had ever seen, with The rich can alwlys go overseas to do it.
Americans for their stance on justice, an unemployment rate of 10.7 percent, a The poor often fmd the back alley quack.
equality and freedom for everyone, not just recovery is a big thing. Who are the people Countless women have died or have per-
themselves. Then I arrived in New York. that benefitted from the tax and social manently injured themselves after they have
In the last 21 months here, I have spending cuts? This question seems to draw determined that they do not want the baby.
discovered to my great surprise and disap- different answers from people of opposing And here we have a man, who has the gall
pointment that the USA is not always what political affiliations. to say that even if a woman gets raped and
I thought it was, and Americans are not In the April 4th issue of The New York becomes pregnant, she cannot have an
always what I thought they were. Apart Times, a study from the bi-partisan Con- abortion! Are Americans going to be a part
from learning the truth about Vietnam, gressional Budget Office showed that after of this crusade against women?
Chile and Central America, I've also a combination of Reagan's tax and budget Call me naive, but after 21 months here,
learned that racial discrimination, in- cuts, a family earning less than $10,000 not my love and respect for this country has not
toleraace, and ignorance and selfishness _only does not benefit from the tax and diminished; ill fact, it has grown. I've
are prevalent in this great country. And I budget cuts, but actually loses $390. A grown to love and respect values like
discovered Reagan. faIniIy earniiig$80,OOOor more makes a net freedom of speech, ..~on of church
_ I have often wondered what my friends gain of $8,270. No wonder the October 9th and state, personal liberty and civil rights.
see in Reagan that I don"t. They say he is Times, in an analysis of who is actually bet- However, I also strongly believe that
strong in foreign policies and he made ter after four years of Reaganomics, noted the very values and principles that this
America proud again. As an outsider, I that the rich are defmite1y better off, the country represent to me, are threatened by
often wondered how that can be. Are . middle-class stayed about where they were, Ronald Reagan. Just imagine the effect on
Ama~-IJI'OUC!that;R~D~ .'!P to and the- poor, WhO increased by six million the social structure, if Reagan is allowed to
Communist RUSSIa and Cuba by mvading a to 35.2 million are surely worse off. appoint a few Jerry Falwell-type Justic:es to
u_. __._ tiny jsland? WJ1r IIOt iavade Olba tben? .._... the Supreme Court. Worse still, imagine
·DWhtjl.SBew "-IUi·"hea heeem - .~. ~---~~.. _t~t_ ~~!~ery . --:.J._[t~~__i~~~i"~_·'iias!·2~.~_iLileiDit.,;-· 'i~iiir.J.;ot1n~ouses~ii_ii.. __~._o__r_-_.1.~lIlJiRJMltm",br-~flfJzr~D1~-.fIt"~--
pared' the lack of security installations to only benefitted some people? Don t they Congress controlled by conservatives. What
the remodelling of a kitchen? How can gave a damn that ~ore people ~an ever are will then happen to the minorities, the
Americans feel proud that their country poor and hungry. 1be same ISSUe of the poor, the elderly, the disabled and women?
refused, for the f'U'St time in their history, to Times reported !hat.a full SO percent of~ Is that what Americans want? An erosion
accept the jurisdiction of the World Court, black ~dren live In poverty. Why b~d of justice, equality and personal liberty that
about the CIA mining of the Nicaragua MX missiles, B-1 bombers and weapons I~ others have fought so long and so hard to
ports? What kind ofStreqth does the presi- space when IS percent of t~e people .of this obtain?
dent possess when we discover that the CIA so-caIIc:d land of op~rtumtyhave difficul- On Nov. 6, I will not be able to cast a vote
is teaching rebels in Nicaragua how to per- ty feeding themselves. to select the man who will decide America's
form terrorist acts that Americans On the issu~ C!f women's right to a legal destiny for the next four years. But you
themselves deplore. Don't my friends see and safe abortion, Reagan says it is murder can. If your views are similar to those of
the contradictions and the hypocrisy in all and wants a constitutional amendment out- Reagan's, by all means vote for him.
of this? You call these strengths? Give me lawing abortions except when the mother's However, if you agree with what I've said,






Iy - indeed, that they function at
all. Technicians· are birc;d on
tenure-bearing lines and are pr0-
moted in basically the same way as
teaching staff. Decisions affecting
their employment and p-omotion
arefarst made by their department
exeCutivecommittee and when pro-
motions are involved, they are
represented at the various P&B




be further interested .in knowing
that some of your rights have-been
removed from the proposed Baruch
CoDege Governance CbarteI' for the
vtrj same reasons that thoseof the
-technicians have been remOVed•.
Sincerely,
.Steven Kobo, sf.
CoDege Lab. Tech. and
former representative to the






didates and crucifyinl tbe
Republicans, the press hasbeen do-
ing it the other way around.
Remember how long it took before
anyone aetuaIIy got around to
pointing the finger at Nixoain the
Watergate f'18SCO?
And concerning" Mr. .Guatelli's
joke about the Reagan tided's links
to organizedcrime:-~snojote;·jt·s
reality. If he did a little research in-
to the affairs ofReagan's campaign
manager Paul Laxalt, he'would
find out how many "reputed"
mobsters hang around ..tJie.JI ea."
camp. Mr. Lax8Jt. by the way, is
under investigation for purportedly
skimming mjUjoqs of dollaa off the-.
mooey_made-by. his OWD casinos
None of this, unfortunately, was
reported by the New Yark "liberal
mediacracy." (The Village Voice
had the scoop on it, and they're a
measly weekly.)
So I think there has been a slight
misperception of the part of Mr.
Guatelli, but misperception is an il-
lness easily cured by a pair of
reading glasses and a few mintues









. "Professor Storer, in "Proposed
AmendJDents to the Baruch Gover-
nanceCharter: A StUdent-<>riented
Overview," summarizes the ~bot­
tom "line' on Article XII: Voting
-Rights as: c--rbis is concerned en-
tirely with /tlCUlty voting rights."
1bis is true.
The students of -Baruch should
be .interested in knowing. that the
longest and most intense discussion
of aD)' amendmcot to any article of
·die Oovenian<:e Charter involved
Article XII. The REAL ~bottom
line' is that all College Laboratory
Technicians - because of this pro-
rosed amendment - cannot voterol' members of the executive com-
mittee of their own departments
.and cannot vote for chairperson of
their department.
Technicians play a major, active
and integral role in ensuring that
their departments function proper-
&ledia's Rightward Slant
Dear Editor:
I feel terrible having to disillusion
Mr. Guatel1i ("Ferraro's Media
Charm,' October 2), but if be hap-
pens to be referring to the New
York press when he calls the press a
"liberal mediacracy," I must ask
him to pick up a copy of the New
York Post; or the Daily News; or
the Wal/ Street Journal: or the
Tribune; or ... shall I go on? The
Post, for one, has gone on record
as the Official Propaganda Organ
of Ronald Reagan, and regularly
features Pat Buchanan, who loves
Geraldine Ferraro so much be once
called her a "militant feminist
·~~~....--.tIbaiIiPwJllk.....~'--"The News.- of.
course; d featarcs· -eoosencati¥e darl-
ing William F. Buckley and
Buckley disciple Bill Reel. The
Journal is apparently convinced
that Ferraro's husband is a
mobster; read its editorial pages.
The Tribune, well . . . I think my
point has gotten across.
Furthermore, Ferraro's having to
pay an outrageous $53,000 in back
taxes is somewhat paled by Vice
President Bush's $198,000 pay-
ment, which was run page one by
The New York Times but ignored
by every other major daily. To be
brief, I must opine that, far from
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No More No Comment
The president of Baruch College is being sued. According to attorneys of the Black and
Hispanic Alumni Association Ad-Hoc Committee, the president has violated their rights,
guaranteed by the First Amendment. These are serious charges. President Joel Segall's ex-- .
planation: no comment.
"The case is in litigation." This answer is given again and again. Last year, Assistant Pro-
fessor Arthur Lewin was denied tenure. Many students wanted an explanation. Segall's
response: '"'I'm sorry, but it's in litigation." We are tired of this excuse.
Whether the 'Black and Hispanic-Alumni Association Ad-Hoc Committee is right or -
wrong is immaterial. They are at least willing to discuss their situation With the press, and
thus bring their case before the Baruch community, The -administration, on the other hand~
is silent. Admittedly the plaintiff stands to gain _by getting publicity for his case. But the um-
brella clause of "litigation" "is not a panacea, Rather it leads Baruch students to wonder if
the administration has a case at all.
It.isunderstandable that CUNY legal counselors do not want every administrator speaking
for the college, saying something that the plaintiff will bring up in court. But the president of
the college should be able to distinguish between information that will benefit students and
information that will be detrimental to Baruch's case. The "in litig_tion" blanket is wear-
ing thin and Baruch students want to know what is lurking underneath.
In 1980, only slightly more than SO percent of eligible Americans voted in the presidential
election. In contrast, in the Western European democratic countries, it is unusual if less than
900/0 of the electorate turn out to vote in a general election.
The one single factor that distinguishes democracy from a dictatorship is that a citizen's
vote in a democratic state counts.
Whether your affiliation is with the Democrats or Republicans, remember: your vote
counts. So EXERCISE IT!
Your Vote Counts
Don't Bend Rules; Change Them
Last spring, the Baruch Independent Party (BIP) said it was time for a change when they
ran against the incumbent United Students for Action Party (USA). RIP took a majority
of positions in the Day Session Student Government (DSSG) in the election.
The Student Council and Po Sit, the president of the Dssa, have violated their constitu-
tion several times. While some of the infractions are minor, such as not following Robert's
Rules of Order to the letter, others are not. Robert's Rules ofOrder recommends procedures
followed by parliamentary bodies.
For example, according to the constitution, nominees for committees such as the Finance
Committee must be nominated one week, then elected the next. But the members were
. nominated and elected the S8!Pe week. Sit defended this, saying the council tried to organize
committees quickly to benefit the students.
Agreed, however there is a~r to the DSSG. Since the committees were formed illegal-
ly, any money disbursed by the DSSG to student clubs is technically null and void. Conse-
quently, charges of misconduct can be filed against the DSSG with the Student Senate. Any
student can do this.
Whne the nsso·s Tationate may be-laudable, bendingdeady~tatedrules is not. -Laws IRay.-
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Brown was the assistant to the
chancellor for Board of Education
Relations. When asked the same
question as Hershenson, she
replied, "There is a broader man-
date. We were trying to develop
programs that would motivate
students to stay in school and to ex-
pose them to the benefits of a
higher education. We're still going
to do that." She said that the real
difference would be a greater
"outreach" toward students join-
ing these' programs.
Another issue that was discussed
during the conference was why
minorities are underrepresented at
the faculty level. At Baruch Col-
lege, 60 percent of the students are
black, Hispanic, or Asian, yet only
11.4 percent of the faculty are
minorities. When asked to respond
to this, Murphy said that this is due
to the "faculty always being a
generation behind" the students.
Murphy explained that after World
War II, the students attending col-
lege seemed more "salt and
pepper." Murphy added that dur-.
ing the sixties, more minorities were
teaching. He stressed that "we have
an obligation" to see that our
faculties are "more represen-
tative," and added that "we are
one generation behind, but we're
catching up, and fast."
there must be a continuous supply
of blood donors so the hospitals
serving this area have the ap-
propriate groups and types on hand
for emergencies, planned surgeries
and chronic diseases requiring
blood therapy.
Donors are advised to eat before
donating. Also, the donor should
be between 17 and 66 years old, and
weigh at least 110 pounds.
The drive will be conducted
Wednesday, Nov:, 7 in 17 Lexington
Ave., room 903. from 9:00 a.DL to
7;45 p.m•• aDd lbUJ'Sday, Nov. 8,
at ISS E. 24th St. rOOrii 1m trom_ - ~ to • :.. __• __









inflation for other than personnel
services, (OTPS,) costs associated
with a new state retirement pro-
gram, annualization of new posi-
tions and building rentals.
Hershenson was the executive
assistant to the chancellor. When
asked what is different about
his present position compared to
his previous position, he said he is
now "involved with coordinating
the university information pro-
grams as they relate to the govern-
ment, public and community."
Continued from Pg. 1
have all they want. The whole pro-
cess takes less than one hour."
Aaron said, "The vast majority
of the Baruch community are in the
pool of potential donors. We need
people who give a damn and realize
that giving is not so bad." Aaron
continued, "The only personal gain
is a sense of satisfaction in giving,
and a good feetiq that we" as in-
dividuals can help others.'·
BlOOd eattDot hi ''biiiked'' rOf'
more thin 35days.-COnsequentlY, .
NEED WORK EXPERIENCE?
NEED $?
Immediate temporary assignments are available in
fields such as: advertising, publishing. com-
munications, marketing, finance, etc. We pay top
rates and work around your school schedule.
Group 3 Temp. Ser.
500 5th Ave. Suite 414
Tel.: 921-0800






from the Pell program.
The CUNY Operating Budget
Request for the 1985-86 fISCa1 year
is $943.9 million, which is a $121.7
million increase over the 1984-85
base. The three largest increases
will occur in the senior college cam-
puses, the community college cam-
puses and the University Manage-
ment and Programs. Of the total
$114.1 million increase in these
areas, three-fourths is for the man-
datory costs required to maintain
current operations, such as energy,
does Dot-OpCAte -aD¥- Jess effideRt
ly."
6464-
phy said they met "no opposition."
He added that CUNY should "not
have any funds in any company."
The companies that will Have their
funds divested are the Burroughs
Corporation, Citicorp, the Coca-
Cola Company, General Electric,
General Motors, R.J. Reynolds In-
dustries, Inc., Tenneco, United
Technologies Corp. and'West Point
Pepperal, Inc.
There 'will be an increase in pen
Grants. Murphy noted that the
Congress has " approved a'number
of appropriations" that will '~ve
the student's income enhanced by
$18 million. " The increase will
allow students to receive a max-
imum of "$2,100 per year as com-
pared to the present $1,900 per
year. The House leadership not on-
ly supported an increase, but also
decided how much it would be,
although the Senate wanted a lesser
increase of 55 percent compared to
the 60 percent increase the House
received. "The measure now awaits
the signature of the President,"
Murphy said, although he noted
that the President, in his 1981
budget, tried to "cut $11 billion"
Committee is supposed to draw up council" not to abide by Robert's
its own budget. This year, however, Rules of Order. Robert's Rules of
the budget was drawn up by Sit and Order recommends procedures that
the Finance Committee. Sit says parliamentary bodies should
that when he received the form for follow. Sit contends that the
"Campus Affairs allocation," it "rules" are "too technical," and
was not separated from the student that too much ,ctime is wasted by
government allocation form. using them." Sit says that the
Therefore, Sit had no choice but to "basic structure" of Robert's Rules
combine the budgets. of Order is used by the council, but
The council, before its meeting, that "even the Board of Directors
did not abide by Robert's Rules doesn't use them." Weiss added,
of Order, a violation ot Article "It is used as a basis to fd back
~~Secti.on ~~t, ~g~I!.~_ ~. _ on, if the~ becomes~.
·'ACcording to -:-Sit;1Ji.ere was an ~~~~~~~~~~~~~'~~~~~~~~iiWr'~r;;:-~~~ri~~~~~~~~~----
"understanding among the
Call for appointment -
day or evening.
Wide selection of layouts,
typestyles, fine papers
Price includes 25 copies.
Ypdates within six months -
1/2 INITIAL COST!!!
777
SPECIAL!!! 10% Disc. w/ad.
(Near Baruch College/24th St.)
Resumes, cover letters, etc.
expertly prepared by professional
consuftants on word processors.
October 30, 1984
Chancellor Murphy Briefs CUNYStudent Media
By Eric KUB
The Oct. 16 press conference
held by Chancellor Joseph S. Mur-
phy covered several topics which in-
cluded: the South African company
divestitures, the Pell Grant in-
creases and the 1985-86 fiscal year
Operating Budget Request for
CUNY.
Murphy also announced the ap-
pointment of the new acting dean
for urban policy, Joyce F. Brown,
and the acting- vice-chancellor for
university relations, Jay Hershen-
SOD.
CUNY will divest its funds from
companies currently conducting
business with the Republic of South
Africa. According to Hershenson,
"As of 120 days (from Oct. 16) we
will be able to divest ourselves com-
pletely of short-term commercial
paper investments." Hershenson
added that after the 120day period,
the funds will be divested on a
"month by month" basis. When
asked if they met any opposition
concerning the divestitures, Mur-
POTENTIALS
DSSG Violations
Continued from Pg. I
expenditures. "
Anderson said that the persons
listed on the voucher must be
members . of the government in
order to qualify for reimburse-
ment. Anderson lauded the
voucher system, saying, celt is the
school's way ~ say thank.you for
getUna~•., and.. that the
voucher in question was: the ··first
_and.on1y'.'_vQucher so.1act~eaL~
. ~~J:lg_ to.. its l5'-Ji~..~





ling anywhere." Sellman added,
"Segall refused to budge and we
wanted to come to a resolution.
This is what we thought was the
best way to do it."
However, the apparently polar-
ized position of both sides suggests
that there was little room for com-
promise. "We will not compromise
on our rights given under the con-
stitution," said Sellman of the Ad-
hoc Committee's goal of achieving
a separate alumni association.
Segall held just as firmly to his
position that the Ad-hoc Commit-
tee work within the existing Alumni
Association, Sellman said. "He
had no intention to consider us as a
separate organization. We were
discussing on two different stages,"
Sellman said.
Baruch's students participate inthe
election.
"I think we're going to get our 30
percent, but given the ESSA's
(Evening Session Student
Assembly) opposition, one never
knows, " said Storer, referring to
the posting of flyers by the ESSA
telling students to vote against the
Charter.
Storer said Julius Walls, the
president of the ESSA,. had
"legitimate concerns" about the
Charter, but was a "Johnny-come-
lately" in the process of ratifying
the Charter. Walls was elected last
spring and is serving his first term.
Voting: will have taken place in
classes meeting Thursday, Oct. 25,
Friday, Oct. 26; Monday, Oct. 29
and Tuesday, Oct. 30. A formal
count will be taken after 5:00 p.m.
on the 30. I a- vo IItrOD
-Manny Taveras
the presence of a Baruch ad-
ministrator. But Smith said she
does not know whether that person
is still a member of Baruch's ad-
ministration. _
Although Smith believes there
are some people within the Alumni
Association who do not accept peo-
ple "different" than themselves,
Smith said that "the majority of
the people are loving people with
which I would maintain a life-long
relationship.' ,
Bernard M. Baruch College Alumni
Association to the proposed incor-
poration of 'Bernaal M. Baruch
College Black and Hispanic Alumni
Association, Inc.' Such incorpora-
tion would be contrary to the
Alumni Association's compact with
City University to represent' all
alumni of Baruch College,' 'Green-
berger wrote.
"It would also encourage confu-
sion, the division of alumni and
their expenditure of time, effort,
and money (at reduced levels) along
ethnic lines, and would not be in
the best interests of the college) in-
cluding black and Hispanic
students,' Greenberger added.
Sellman said the lawsuit was filed
because discussions with Segall fail-
ed to produce a compromise.
"After two years, we weren't get-
The results of the Governance
Charter student referendum will
not be known until after 'Oct. 30
due to an extension of the deadline
said Norman W. Storer, secretary
.of the Faculty Senate.
Storer said the Senate and Presi-
dent Joel Segall reached an agree-
ment to extend the deadline past- _







Ada Smith, the first black presi-
dent ,of the Alumni Association
(1979-1980,) said that she had faced
racial prejudice within the associa-
tion during her term.
"Prior to my becoming presi-
dent, there was no written rule on
the number of terms a president can
serve. But, when it became obvious
that I was going to be nominated
for a third term, the rules were sud-
denly changed to prevent me from
seeking another term."
In addition, Smith said that after
her term in office, she was not ap-
pointed to the association's
nominating committee nor to the
alumni trustee board, as past
presidents have been.
Smith also said that a member of
the alumni board called her a "nig-
ger" m a. meeting. two. years .ago,
An apology was never made, she
said. The slur was allegedly made in
Ex-Alumni Pres.
Faced Racism
separate alumni association in
November 1982. Segall responded
in a December 1982 letter that
"their (the Alumni Association's)
activities would not bar your group
from forming to serve the purposes
and needs that are special to you
and perhaps not within the broader
purview of the Alumni Associa-
tion. "
According to Sellman, pressure
from the Alumni Association caus-
ed Segall to change his favorable
opinion on the formation of a
separate black and Hispanic
association. Sellman cited a letter
written in September 1983 by then-
Alumni President Robert Green-
berger, urging Segall to oppose a
separate black and Hispanic alumni
association.
"In reference to our meeting, we
are reiterating our objection of the
o
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posed Black and Hispanic Alumni
Association state that the organiza-
tion is open to members of all racial
and ethnic groups. But, the Ad-
hoc Committee has said there is no
reason to change its name to avoid
the appearance of being exclu-
sionary.
The Ad-hoc Committee formed
in June 1982 with the purpose of
addressing the particular needs of
minority students and alumni, ac-
cording to Sellman. A high drop-
out rate and problems in job place-
ment are among the issues affecting
black and Hispanic students that
the Ad-hoc Committee said it seeks
to address. "We want to establish a
base of support for black and
Hispanic students and graduates,"
Sellman said.
The Ad-hoc Committee notified
Segall of their plans to form a
it was cancelled and that they
"knew it was cancelled a week
before. " Aylman wanted to know
what was happening because he
would have had to arrange for extra
security.
According to Akuettey, Cohen, a
Democratic Party worker, con-
tacted OSSG and inquired whether
they would want a speaker. Akuet-
tey said that he "thought that
Ralph Nader would be interest-
ing, " and Cohen said that he
"would need two weeks notice."
Akuettey then reserved the
auditorium for Oct. 1.
Akuettey said that they tried to
contact Cohen repeatedly, and left
him several messages. However, ac-
cording to Akuettey, Cohen never
returned their calls.
Ralph Nader did' not appear.
-Midalel Lashinsky
s~ t~ ..... I \ I I .,.
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Continued from Pg. /.
that "since it is in litigation, I'm
. not free to speak about it."
Jay Hershenson, the acting
chancellor for CUNY Public Af-
fairs, said that "the litigation is
under review by our legal affairs of-
fice." David Rigney, vice-
chancellor for CUNY's Office of
Legal Affairs, will represent Baruch
in the suit.
Segall has in the past said that the
Ad-hoc Committee should work
within the existing Alumni Associa-
tion. He has said that a separate
black and Hispanic association
would go against Baruch's policy of
non-discrimination.
However, the by-laws of the pro-
Ralph Nader
Speech Cancelled
Ralph Nader was scheduled to
appear in the Baruch College
Auditorium on Oct. 18, but a lack
of communication on the part of
Day Session Student Government
(DSSG) Executive Vice-President
Richard Akuettey and Ed Cohen,
the man who was to arrange
Nader's appearance, left Carl
Aylman, the Director of Student
Activities, unaware of what ar-
rangements he would have to make.
Aylman was upset that "no one
had the courtesy to let us (Student
Activities) know it was cancelled,"
until the afternoon of the 18. "I
had to go up and ask what the
logistics were;" said Aylnian. Po
Sit, OSSG president, informed him






dent Center on some days would be
$2S" said Aaron·. lI l1lt was a loser
from the start. Students don't go
there to eat lunch. The ones that do
probably bring food in from the
outside or brown-bag it. With vend-
Ing machines ERI will not have the
added cost of paying personnel to,
~~' "7.'-'\
ear..... 155 E·24a St.
service the area. It's possible now
that they might even show a profit
from it."
In addition to the benefit to ERI,
"the student will benefit," said
Roth. "In the past it just wasn't
feasible to have someone there to
operate it. We were losing on it.
With the vending machines there,
students will have service
throughout the day, rather than the
sporadic service which they have
had in the past." The transition to
the vending machines should be
complete within three weeks. The
service offered by the machines will
be similar to what is now offered by
the Energy Bank, according to
AarOtl~·
.eWe doiJ't foresee any problems
at 'In .,qUI BanidI iA die iu'ure, --.--.. _-
contractual· or' alba wise,.."· said
Roth.
_lNad .a...A ....








would be the student. There is a
definite need for service and we
should be able to provide it."
ERI maintains that Baruch
breached the contract. ERrs at-
torney, Louis Brevetti, declined to
comment, but Jay Roth, former
manager of ERI, said that the col-
lege had contracted with ERI to
"open an additional facility at the
18th Street bUilding. We were mak-
ing plans for the facility when
Baruch mformed us that a .Vendor,
who runs a coffee shop in the lobby
of the 18th street building, has sole
rights to all such business in that
building. This denies us exposure to
the population of the school that at-
tends classes in that building. We
had anticipated that exposure when
we took the contract. This is why
we believe Baruch breached the
,contract. "
Roth implied that this was the
reason for the delay on payments to
the school. However, such delays
.had occurred as early as October
1983. Roth said that he did not
anticipate any such problems occur-
ring during this semester and in-
sisted that the delays were not due
to any financial problems.
When asked if he was happy with
the new contract, Roth replied,
"Our lawyers still have some stuff
to work out, but we can at least
operate at this point."
Roth said, "At this point we are
not certain whether we will bid for
. the contract next year. We'n have
to see how the semester goes."
Aaron said that ERl's bid would be
welcome when this contract expires.
One positive change has come out
of this situation. The "Energy Bank
Snack Bar" in ".the·Stuctem ·~Center







.r" ."'11\' Q\ Ole"candidates 'background and history. What do they believe
.II? Walter Mondale has consistentfy fought for equal rights and the ad·
." America. He is leading the fight to create compassion and fairness in
Mandate believes thatthe creoo, "I am my brother's keeper." is one we should
. s repeatedly stated. "He would rather lose a race about decency than win one
t , .
By IUD Qatron
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Trustees, had told him that in 1976
a group of upstate legislators told
The Committee forEquaiity in CUNY they would withhold $150
Education (CEE,) a group million from the university if tui-
dedicated to the return of free tui- tion were not imposed. Benjamin
tion at CUNY, held a student rally added that the "hold-outs" in
Oct. 19 to outline their goals and _CUNY who supported free tuition
attract new members. were told they would "lose their
"We have a nucleus of support jobs" if they did not stop support-
that's working. Each time we meet, ing free tuition.
·we~ bi8:gei/' said JOseph-C. Fer~ "Tome, the concept of free tui-
rara, provisional chairman of the tion . is something sacred and
CE:E~ Ferrara said that there are unassailable," said Benjamin, ad-
about 90 members of the CEE at ding, "we plan to go state-wide,
present. The CEE started as a com- then campaign across the nation for
mittee created by the University free tuition."
Student Senate (USS) Oct. 28, "Tuition fees were brought
1983, then became an independent about by deception and blackmail;
group May 25, 1984. and are maintained by deception
Among the speakers were the and censorship," said Ferrara. Fer-
Rev. Dr. Donald S. Harrington, rara said that at Kingsborough
New York State chairman of the ColIlltlunity College, an article on
Liberal Party J and Leo Benjamin, free tuition he wrote .was not aI-
founder-historian of the CEE and lowed·.to be printed; in addition,
1935 alumnus ofCty College. The there has been no major media
conference was held at 53S E 85th coverage on the movement for free
St. , CUNY headquarters. . tuition.
Ferrara said that the main pur- Ferrara stressed that the CEE
pose of the committee was 0 bad to "create a symbiotic relation-
educating CUNY students on the ., ship between the University and the
merits of free tuition as an at- community" in order to keep
tainable goal, and the dangers of students liviDg and working in their
increasing tuition which could deny -e communities, rather than moving
poorer students from pursuing a 11Ie~. Dr. Da pn'8.IIa....... away, a concept Ferrara alluded to
degree. For 129 years, tuition was joined forces to eliminate free tui- in his CEE report number one.
free at CUNY untillcn6 when tui- tion," said Benjamin. Asked if it Ferrara said that the CEE plans
tion was imposed during New York would be difficult to restore free to create a newspaper publicizing
City's fiscal crisis. tuition wHhout raising taxes or its works and will attempt to
"f~~ tuition .helped generations generating the revenue elsewhere, establish student chapters of the
of poor people get over," said Har- Benjamin replied,''11tey have the CEE across CUNY.
rington, noting that "just when money," and called the politicians Twenty-three people attended
blacks and Hispanics got there, in the state Assembly and Senate the rally, with most of them mem-
they started to charge tuition.'.' who oppose free tuition "the most bers of student governments from
Harrington added, celt's shameful brazen liars in· the world. They're CUNY colleges. Three members of
that at this' point, wbio'~~ oew·.~salarjjc..'t~ ~. '. -'. - ~ Baruch's Day. Session. Student
minorities are just geiimg -«itldS ' -' ·-AddieiSirig· .the a~, Ben- Gov.em~t (DSSG) attended:
ladder that leads to American 'sue- jamin caned the end of free tui- Pan} Barretta, Brian Claro and
~ t..a.-. t..... u to:. " of ~ "........aa.-. a--. f .cess, we wgm: ~ CD&igedl11OD; - . uun a diUilSld act nu8d1J. Moat lfW"o. I. .
- Harrlngfoif -menlionea..·-fh·ar----Beiijamiri -saia-Affiiiii<TD'Aiije1O~-- "memoer--ofthe- CUNY. student" Agree-lhat thiS'·-wttt-1>enenr----atf:
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When it comes to domestic policy, Reagan has been amazingly cold and callous. To him it is perfectly
acceptable to induce double digit unemployment in order to bring inflation down. He rationalized that
you could put the screws to a minority of the people because the majority wouldn't mind. Walter Mon-
date, however, understands that this policy is extremely divisive. In addition, $200 billion deficits
foreshadow economic stagnation. Mondale comprehends that the shortsightedness of Reagan will not
benefit us in the future.
A Mondate policy will bring a tairer. more just economic policy to America. He realizes that in order to
bring dow'n the deficit he must raise taxes. Reagan will have to do the same thing but it would be less
equitabte than Mondale's solution. MondaJe, however, will not simply raise taxes and distribute the
money to social services payments. He understands that the Democratic party of the past often was
content to let those on welfare receive their payments in exchange for votes. Mondale reaHzes that his
challenge is to create jobs for every person who wants one. That is something that Reagan has vaguely
concerned himself with.
Four more years of Reagan may take us back to the days of nativism, sexism and racism. The most
frightening fact is that most people are not aware of this.
This fear is supported by the history Of Ronald Reagan, who said, •'When I was young I didn't k·now
we had a black prOblem." Reagan tacitly supports the racist government of South Africa which op-
presses over 22 million of Its citizens under apartheid rule. He has supported tax exemptions for
segregated colleges which claim that the Bible forbids people of different races from fraternizing.
Walter Mondale understands that these attitudes are devoid of compassion. He has fought against
prejudice by strongly supporting civil rights legislation as did his mentor, Hubert Humphrey. Walter
Mondale asP,resldent wouldn't oppose the extension of the Voting Rights Ad. of 1964 like Reagan did.
What did Ronald Reagan doduring his life to change these glartng atrocities? The answer is nothing.
However, what he did do was purchase several pieces of property in Los Angeles, which restrtcted
anyone of non-caucasian blood from purchasing the property. When qu8$tioned, ~ite House
spokesman Larry Speakes said that the President knew nothing about the clauses. This leads one to
believe that the President was negligent in purchasing the property by not reading the contract, or that
he knew about the clauses and didn't realty care.
All of these issues are related to Reagan's relationship with extremist Christian religious leaders and
politicians. Reagan leads their call for a Constitutional amendment supporting prayer in school, not
realizing that prayer in school is presently legal. What they reany w~nt to do Is enforce Christian
hegemony in the United States. When they speak abOut a Constitutional amendment to ban abortion
they are trying to punish women for having sex. Then, after the child Isborn t~ government renounces
any obligation to assist the mother.
In steeting a President we must look at the candidates background and history. What do they believe
in? What have they fought for? Walter Mondale has consistently fought for equal rights and the ad-
vancement of pluralism in America. He is leading the fight to create compassion and fairness in
American government. Mondale beHeves thatthecredo, "I am my brother's keeper, " is one we should
live by. As Mondale has repeatedly stated. ••He would rather lose a race about decency than win one
about self-interest. " .
Ronald Reagan and Walter Mondale represent two different phllosphies, sodivergent, in fact, that the
issues Of the campaign tend to be obscured. Reagan's perspective is totally devoid Of historical ac-
curacy, while Mondale's for the most part is rooted in history, and-contends that we should learn from
our mistakes. .
While Reagan speaks about the good old days, Mondale realizes that those days weren't so good
afterall. Tnls is frighteningly apparent in the field of foreign policy. For oyer a hundred years, American
foreign policy has supported dictatorial oligarchies in many areas of the world such as Central and
South America; In the 1860'sWilliam Walker, an American, became President of Nicaragua. Reagan's
polices will bring more of the same.
Walter Mondale understands that supporting governments like EI Salvador, which preside over the
kitting of over 42,OOOcivitians, is not taudabte.·Nicaragua, .Reagan's favorite punching bag, -has been
responsible for the murder Of approximately 200 people. Reagan has complained that the Sandinistas
have harassed the Pope and the church, which is true, but they didn't murder the Archbishop, which
did occur In EI salvador. With Mondale directing central American policy, the true friends.of democracy
will be given a fair shake. Mondale knows that the area's problems have been caused by centuries of
poverty and dictatorial, tyrannical rulers. Thus, he will support economic reform and a fairer redistribu-
tion of wealth. He will only intervene military if another country tries to subvert one of their neighbors,
or If the security of the United States is in danger. His first reaction wilf not be a kneejerk policy of min-




If Reagan II is to be a hit at the box office this Novembery it wlll be due to a mixture of some
very impressive statistics and .letting Reagan being Reagan. Though Presidsent Reagan
handled POOrly the statistics that were drummed into his head before his first debate, ·it
seems thatsome of those numbers could be used to hisadvantage in the coming weeks. Add
to those figures a personal style that even his enemies admit is quite formidable, it is possl-
ble that, .come the grand opening, it will be standing room only.
Reagan's most impressive victory occurred in the early months of his presidency. The
passage of The Economic Recovery Act (1981) is the basis for Reagan's reelection. When the
President asks the question: "Are you better off now than you were four years ~go?" he ex-
pects an affirmative answer. Of course, no president achieves everything he strives to
change, including Reagan; the statistics show this. But some of these figures are the best
the economy has had in twenty years and the president will certainly emphasize them.
On the positive side, the nation's industrial output is up 8.4 percent in the last three and
a half years, the fastest pace in 30 years. As a result more
than 105 million people are employed, an increase of over 6 million since 1980. This, of
course, brings up unemployment. The jobless rate is about 7.5 percent. Although this figure
is still considerably high, it is up a mere 1.4 percent from 1981.
Reagan's greatest asset in this campaign is the almost non-exlstent rate of inflation. In
1981, inflation was 11.2 percent. In just two and a haft years, Reagan was able to cut that
figure by over 60 percent. Interest rates are down. Income, Retail Sales, the Dollar, and the
Stock Market are all up. so, too, are corporate profits and industrial production. Tbere are
problems. Farmers are having some hard times, as are federally-funded workers, but expect
~eagan to' concentrate on Average Joe, whose income, though clearly not very large, has
kept pace against our dynamic recovery.
This last point exemplifies what Reagan will stress in the campaign, namely, the mood of
the people. According to a U.S. News and World Report poll, 46.3 percent of those polled
say that they are better off now than four years ago, while only 8.1 percent say that they are
worse off. To the Question, "What is your personal financial condition _compared with four
years ago?" 41.7 percent said it was better, while just 20.5 percent said that they were
worse off. Interestingly, 34.2 percent give the president credit for their economic security. In
foreign affairs, where the president does less well, nevertheless, 38.8 percent still feel that
the United States is more secure in the world, as opposed to 27.3 percent in the negative.
This poll also brings to fight Reagan's strongest supporters. Although Reagan doesn't fare
well with farmers (though it is conceded that the president will make strong inroads) and
poor and minority households (blacks usually vote in the 85 to 90 percent category for
Democrats anyway) his strongest support is among the cotrege-aged population and those
. who lived through the Big Chill years. .
Does this mean that Reagan 1/ is in the editing stages and ready for release by November
II. ~ . , -, _.:""C\ ~re usually decided by voters on the Tuesday morning
-""ssible that Walter Mondale will
=i theater near you.
Quotes were taken from the Presidential debates
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Graffiti Art Comes to Baruch
By Dan Wertbelmerhe also taught meditation, and be-
came increasingly interested in flo-
tation tanks. "As a dancer you Art exhibits have been a
must learn how to relax your mainstay at Baruch for quite a few
body," Murphy explained. Accor- years. However, Baruch recently
ding to him, many Broadway and hosted an exhibit of an art form
soap opera stars frequent the center that has rarely drawn notice before.
for just the same reasons. The exhibit was graffiti art, and
Performers are-not tbeonly ones was entitled "Graffiti Works~"
who frequent the center. Murphy Wayne Tobias, astudent, asked
explains that salesnlell utitize the his friends who write graffiti to par-
tanks in order to "up their sales ticipate in the show. These artists
and -reduce their stress levels." In included Muzak, Ezo 1, and Cey.
addition, corporations come into The exhibit, which was held from
the center with special programs October 12 through 19, at the
they have devised. "Executives Ailley Lounge in the Student
come in and reduce their stress Center, gave Baruch students a
while increasing then-output." As a chance to become aware of an art
result of this- corporate interest in form that largely goes unnoticed. It
flotation tanks, Murphy believes also gave graffiti artists a chance to
that "the day will come when every get together and compare notes.
corporation will have a tank of In New York City, graffiti or
their own."
writings can be seen almost
Besides reducing stress Murphy everywhere. Graffiti writers focus
believes that tanks can be used to their energy on the trains. "New
improve learning ability, a fact York is mass transit. The trains go
which he believes is of great interest all over the place. That's what it is
to students. "Floating enhances all about. Getting your name up the
right-brain activation and increases most so it spreads out all over the
theta production, making the flota- four boroughs," said Ezo 1.
tion tank a perfect environment for
approaching problems from a new "Graffiti is illegal. That's the fun
vantage point and thinking in a of it. You go to yards. You express
new way: through naturally evoked yourself. You do a nice big piece of
synthesis, imaging, whole brain art. You do it under tremendous
thinking," Murphy believ~ "The pressure. You're going to get
ability to take a concept, under- busted. Someone is going to try to
. stand it, and use it," can be greatly break your bead. You've got to run
enhanced by floating, Murphy of- at any given moment. That's the
~ thrill of it," Ezo 1 explained. Ezo 1rers,
According to Murphy, the has been writing on trains for five
center, which opened in March, is years going on six. Two of his can-
very successful, "Business bas been vasses were on. display in the Alley
ood and ha Lounge.Glancingatthe.workhung ne~l~of..,.~.....very, very g . . . we ve
plans to expand in the future." He around the room, he added, "This "I want to be an artist. I am an ar- with blank pages to dnlw designs in
.J~~li~~ that people..should be o~_n is~J;~0-U::::~~It'~_.~~. __.tist who doesNafpti. I stick to can-. ~~ then they ar.~ to other .
to sometbingDe\14andsbouldwant 0 _ ._ •• e IS ~ . - vas,.'!: he: aid.- ODe-daJ-Akh:rn wrlt.ers _who Itt. ~o_do.:the
to investigate a strange environ- ference. be~een ~~?g o~ ~as might stop writing, but he'll always same. The book is a way to bring a
ment and new experience." Thus and going bombing (painting the be' an artist. Akiem belongs to a combination of styles together.
he is now offering a two-for-one trains.) crew of 10-12 writers who~ Once a book is finished another one
discount to students. Two students "Part of the culture is crime. By and discuss what they plan to draw. is begun. Crews and blade books
pay only 525, the regular fee for a painting, it keeps you high, because Now they Me working on air- are a part of a thriving sub-culture.
one-hour flotation session. it is illegal. It satisfies needs," SUDl- brushing their designs on canvas. Graffiti art has gone through the
In closing, Murphy adds that rnarized Tobias, writer and cura- The name of his crew is NCW (No good and bad phases. "Now, it is
some people come in because "they tor of "Graffiti Works" at the Competition Writers). Other names being exercised to its fQllest capaci-
have seen Altered States and are Alley Lounge. Today, the trains no of crews are Craft Work (Criminal ty," Tobias said. Kings are the
curious." However, he cautions longer have to be a way to express Rocking A First Train When Other most popular writers who are br-
that unlike the movie they "don't and publicize writers styles and Writers Can't), IRT, OTB, TSK, inging their art into the galleries.
have a monkey in their tanks." names. Now, New York galleries TKP and 12 Decipals. Toys are young writers, who spend
The New York Flotation Center are serving the same purpose. Akiem came to "Graffiti a lot of time bombing to create
is open Monday through Saturday, Akiem, a 16-year-old student at Works" to see fellow writers and some style. The life cycle of grafftti
10 a.m.-tO p.m., and Sunday 11 Art and Design High School does pass around his black book. art is never ending. Scrubbing the
a.m.-5 p.m. not write on trains, only canvasses." Writers use hard-covered books trains won't get rid of graffiti.
I CORPORATION
Floating on Water
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When midterms and finals roll
around, many students experience
an increase in stress. Although each
student might have their own
methods of alleviating this stress,
an increasing number of people
think that floating, can reduce
harmful stress.
.Sbamus Mmphy, the manager of
the New York Flotation Center
(177 Prince Street, phone (212)
SOS-SOS5), is one of those who
believe that floating can greatly
reduce stress. '£Flotation is very
valuable for people in New York
City because we have more stress
here than any other place."
Flotation tanks, which were uti-
lized in Paddy ·Chayefsky's novel
and subsequent film, Altered
States, have become increasingly
popular over the past few years,
Witness the opening of centers like
the New York Flotation Center.
For the uninitiated, flotation
tanks contain 10 inches of water
and 800 pounds of Epsom salts. As
Murphy explains, "You float like a
cork. The water is 5 times as dense
as the ocean." As he told a pro-
spective client who Was visiting
from Israel, "this is like the Dead
Sea."
At the center, a Flotation Session
begins with .an orientation, which
includes breathing exercises. Then
the client showers, shampoos, and
enters the tank for an hour of
. floating.
In dealing with clients, Murphy
encounters people who are a bit ap-
prehensive about floating in a tank.
M.llJ.Phy .often 3SS-~j}leir f~s
by .preseDtjngthe..-.Iacts about the
tanks. "Once people realize that
they are not locked in the tank,
they feel relaxed," states Murphy,
referrring to the tank handle,which
he states "even a child can open."
People who are afraid of water are
also relieved when they realize that
the water is only 10 inches deep. He
also conveys the fact that "you can
float with the door open," if you
are so inclined.
Murphy, who graduated from
Temple University in Philadelphia,
had his own dance company for
several years and toured through-
out the country. During these years
October 30, 1914
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Bureau is constantly placing poison
in the area, it is still a problem that
will not cease.
The reason for the rodents is the
same as for the homeless peoples.
good garbage. Homeless people en-
joy the area because 'it has a good
food supply, a good water supply,
and as Joeca homeless wino said,
"The people are real nice." The
fact that there are numerous liquor
stores in the area also has an in-
fluence on the winos' migratory
habits.
It is not unusual for' the un-
suspecting Baruch student to be
harassed by the 'gathering of wiaos
and junkies on the comer of 24th
Street and Third Avenue. People
will call these individuals products
of a greedy society. Joe says, "I
don't wanna work, I'm happy the
way things are. Could you spare a
buck?" .
Ifyou happen to work during the
day and only have time for evening
classes, you can observe the other
cancer in this area: prostitutes. As
the sun sets, these ladies of the
evening wiD untiredly stand on the
comers of Park Avenue South and
Lexington Avenue to lure
customers into their arms. Cheri, a
prostitute, said, "It's reaDy quiet
here as far as cops are concerned.
Nobody bothers us here either!'
She adds that most of her business
transactions are completed in the
'john's' car itself, If the customer
so desires, she adds, there are plen-
ty of cheap hotels in the area that
charge by the bour.
A.s if the area isn't an eye-sore
already, .tbe city is constantly fiying
to re-open a methodone clinic in
the area. Well, at least Baruch Col-
lege graduates can say that they
received an education iR the most
sociologicaBy varied' area im-
aginable. c., ...
--------.-_.-... -._. -.-.-...,~ _..
HOURS: MON., TUE., THUR.
1-5 p.m.
._----..-~ ..
the rats that outnumber humans by
a ratio of over two to one. How's
that for an "ideal learning environ-
ment?"
The problem of the stray cats,
dogs and rats is one that arises out
of filth. New York disposes of vir-
tually the most desirable garbage in
the world. It is little wonder that so
many people end up livIng on the
streets without a real~. As one
homeless individual on 24th Street
and Lexington Avenue said, HI eat
. well, but I don't get much sleep."
His diet consists of mainly garbage
. found in the wealthy residential
areas of Gramercy Park and Mur-:
ray Hill. Gourmet Garbage is his
main staple.
Homeless people are not the only
ones that are attracted to the
Baruch College area because of its
rich source' of left-over nutrients.
Countless rats caD it home, too.
According to Bob Morgan, of the
City's Pest Control Bureau, "That
area (near Baruch) has even a
higher ratio than 2:1. There is
quite a reservoir of rats around that














155 West 23rd St.
New York, N.Y. 10011
Between 6th ~ 7th Ave.
691-0436
BETT~R QUALITY
In promoting Baruch College,
people look at its campus. Its cam-
pus, of course, is the City of New
York. The promoters will say that
this is the ideal learning environ-
ment.
New York boasts of being not
only acultllral center, but a
busiPes.s center as welt We enjoy
the privilege of having more
museums per mile than any other
city in the United States. We can
also say that almost every major
Apple. It is also true that many
Fortune 500 firms have at least a
part of their operations here.
So, New York City is a metrop-
olis with a good learning 'environ-
mente
The people that try to push this
city as the "ideal learning environ-
ment" fail to point out a few very
important points. New York City's
streets are home to over 50,(X)()
homeless people. They are also
home to countless junkies, winos,
prostitutes, stray dogs, cats and
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band called it a "non-concept album" -
thus the title "All Over the Place. U The'
four' 'Bangles like to refer to their first
album as "SOR" - Song Oriented Rock.
Vicki Peterson, the guitarist, emphasized
the fact that they are trying to bring out a
more human sound through their album
(i.e., no drum machines are used by this
band).
David Kahne, who has worked with
Romeo Void, Rank & File and Translator,
produced their first album. Lead vocals are
shared amongst all the women. Debbi
Peterson plays drums and sings "Going
Down to Liverpool" while Susanna Hoff
plays guitar and sings the hit "Hero Takes a
Fall." Michael Steele plays bass-and Vicki
Peterson (Debbie's sister) plays lead guitar.
MTV has helped launch the Bangles's
career by showing the video of "Hero
Takes a Fall" faithfully. Their next video,
of "Going Down to Liverpool," will be out
'soon. At the press conference we had the
honor of viewing the premiere of that video,
---'' which featwcs·Mr'. teonmd Nimoy of SItw·
Trek fame.:
Vicki Peterson, who writes the songs with
Susa.9Da Hoffs, stated that MTV was not
an added pressure on the band, but rather it
was "an opportunity to indulge in some
fantasies" and if anything it was "fun
pressure. ' ,
In January 1985 the Bangles's album will
be released in England. Right now the band
is touring. They will play 5,OOO-seat
halls with Cyndi Lauper in the U.S. The
band hopes the album is well received in
England and a tour there wilt follow next
year.
As they sipped Diet Cokes and Bud-
weisers, Vicki, Debbi, Susanna and Michael
seemed happy (and why not?) and quite
content with their new found fame.
They handled several dozen rowdy college
students very well, from answering obnox-
ious questions (Did Rolling Stone make you
pose in your underwear like they did to the
Go-Oo's?) to signing many autographs on
albums and pictures. If CBS uses their
capital correctly to support the Bangles's
talent, profits could follow Thrillers exam-
ple and the cycle will continue as the next
new band is introduced and promoted.
. -Ltzurle NO«rito
\.'~. ~."-:- .'
,-~:. k_. -'. -'-
....., low rock IIIId roll: look CMlt for die .....
Music: A F'ab Foursome
Anyjokercan write for The Ticker
Meet the BANGLES. Not the Bangs, not
the new Go-Go's, and especially not the
new Beatles. Just Bangles; four young
women from Los Angeles, California who
write, sing, and play their own songs for
their own band.
Following one concert in New York City
at the Ritz, CBS records sponsored a press
conference for college students to help
publicize their new female group and their
debut album "AllOver the Place." There
was one hour to meet the Bangles and ask
questions over Cokes and Ooritos.
CBS signed the Bangles while they were
on Faulty Products, a tiny record label.
That was in August 1983. Now in 1984,
CBS has money to promote their new
discovery, thanks to the profits from
Michael Jackson's Thriller. This fall/winter
the Bangles will be touring with Cyndi
Lauper. Dates with A Flock of Seagulls
were cancelled due to a mix-up between the
bands' scheduling.
This is not a band trying to copY the Go.-
__OQ's. Their album.is quite differen~ from
the·latest.dance romje bitting tberadio...The
Bangles are a band to watch and enjoy.
Critic Stephen Holden gave them an ex-
cellent review in the New York Times after
the Ritz show and a recent Rolling Stone
magazine feature on the Bangles was also
favorable.
One should not mistake the Bangles for a
udumb girl" group either. You may be sur-
prised to find that in several of their songs
ideas have come from literary sources such
as T.S. Eliot and Shakespeare. Believe it or
not, the song "Silent Treatment" was writ-
ten the day before it was recorded, accord-
ing to the girls.
Don't compare the Bangles to the Beatles
as Rolling Stone did. Bassist Michael Steele
explained, "We know we're not the next
Beatles. We know there will never be
another Beatles and they should know that
too." The girls did compare the way people
ask Michael Jackson if he is threatened by
Prince to the way they ask the Go-Go's if
they are threatened by the Bangles. The
Bangles are a valid threat to the popularity
of the Go-Go's as far as competitive female
bands go. One young man there added,
"They should be (threatened)-you're
better."
When asked about their new album, the
looking like a Girl Scout 'who just sold her
last cookie. Sitting at Joe's table, she asks if
he's seen her before. When he says no, she
asks if he's sure. Joe says he's sure. Darlene'
says, thrilled to death, "Thanks!" The im-
plication is, naturally, that being "fresh"
means all. The reality, on the other hand, is
that it only lasts a short while. Darlene tells
Joe how her sister left Chicago some years
back to come to New York and wound up
hooking: "'Of course, she didn't come here
to do that, she really came to do something"
else." So did Ann, another hooker who-':' -.
can't even remember what it was.
It doesn't take Agatha Christie to figure
out the outcome of our star-crossed couple,
but the hell . with that. Darlene's
monologue, which for some may indeed be
the whole show, starts off sounding like
Gracie Allen as she relates the details of her
failed first marriage to Ann, played
brilliantly "straight" by Glenne Headley.
Recalling the marriage license bureau in
Chicago, Darlene tells Ann how crowded it
was-a long, long line-"mostly couples."
Within moments, Darlene turns laughter in-
to desolation with her description of how
she can't seem to tell if a guy's interested
but sure knows when he loses interest. The
effect is nothing short of dazzling.
There are several other performances
which deserve to be singled out, but it
becomes nearly impossible to keep track of
twenty-five actors. Fortunately, Director
John Malkovich managed very well, if not
in creating a choreography, at least in pro-
viding a good traffic flow. However, his
hearing must be in exceptionally poor shape
these days. Not even the "Boss" himself
could have tolerated the bone shattering
decibel level of the final Springsteen track,
which sent several older members of the au-
dience scurrying for safety in the back row.
In addition to a stunning, funny perfor-
mance, Olenne Headley's costumes
faithfully evokedthe era. .
. The excavation.Jeam-bY.Jh.e..way. is Cir:~.
de Rep,wbose -recent -boxofIice- smashes
-include Fool for Love and Danny and the
Deep Blue Sea.
Balm in Gilead. presented by the Circle
Repertory Company and the Steppenwolf
Theatre Ensemble, at the Minetta Lane
Theatre. Call 42~()()().
-Stne~
One character, the narrator of sorts, in
Lanford Wilson's Balin In Gilead, delivers
a monologue on how throughout history
gynecologists have dug away layers upon
, layers of ancient civilizations only to find
one constant --cockroaches.
There's an excavation going on at the
brand new Minetta Lane Theatre, where
Lanford Wilson's first play is being
presented. Obviously a lot more .than
cockroaches are-emerging, as' .... III
Gilead is playing to packed -houses. It's
quite,a different story tlWi 1965, when the
play lasted only eight performances at
LaMama E.T.C. Wtlson's later successes
include Fifth of July and Talley's FoBy.
The Minetta Lane stilJ smells like fresh
paint. Its blue brick-walled hi-tech feel is in
sharp contrast with Balm's gritty yellow
coffee shop set, one of the most r-ealistic in
recent memory. Kevin Rigdon' deserves
credit right off the bat - here's a man who
recalls New York before the Great Gen-
trification. '
As patrons are being seated, a variety of
denizens disturb t em In various ways z.:
begging, picture-taking, laying on the
general con-man rap. Gary Sinise, perfect
as the Unarrator," stumbles about on stage,
his cigarette becoming a baton which
brightens or dims the stage lights and turns
up or down the volume of the music. To the
strains of Bruce Springsteen's Thunder
Road, the coffee shop fills up with its
regulars, all twenty-five of them, in varying
degrees of drunkenness, drug withdrawal,
and general moral decay.
At first the chatter is barely discernible,
but emerging from the din is every accurate
archetype of a lost society. The flamboyant
transvestites, the staggering addicts, the
desperate whores and the peripheral dykes,
johns, hustlers and bag ladies of the Upper
West Side (circa 1972) are all represented.
One vividly recalls the coffee shop in Panic
in Needle Park. If one actually lived
anywhere near Upper Broadway in the
1976's ·-tbe-·meiJiOiies·--may~OCIt-more
tangibTe.
There is a plot here, albeit a throwaway,
concerning Darlene (Laurie Metcalfe), a
new hooker on the stroll who 'falls for Joe
(Danton Stone), a small-time hustler whose
recent entry into the big boy's world' of
heroin dealing is getting off to a very poor
start. Darlene wanders into the coffee shop




British accents falterJUld ultjmat.eb-disap-:
pear. Thecostumes, -however, stand out .as-
fond reminders of 60's style dress, from
costume jewelry to hot pink attire.
Costumes are by Gregg Barnes, sets by Rick
Dennis, lighting by John Gleason, and
direction by Dean Button.
If a sentimental British sitcom crawling
to the strains of its leitmotif "Rule, Brit-
annia" is your kind of show, come on
down. One's always glad to see what Stop-
pard's been up to; here's a rare chance to
see where he began.
on the turntable for Babies to take hold.
Closest To Love, the second selection
from Body Rock, however, has quite the
opposite effect. Valerie's lead has plenty of
room to do what she does best-play.
Simpson is noted for her ability to, take a
.lyric from the top of the scale to mid-range,
filling in the rest with flirtatious riffs, and
call responses developed from her early ex-
posure to gospel. Nick and singer Vivian
Cherry give the chorus its staying power,
supporting Valerie's energetic and spon-
taneous interpretation. Cherish Forever
More is a personal favorite. The SYnthesizer
arrangement imitates a sound similar to a
Trinidadian steel drum, meshed with a
romantic saxophone solo by Mkhael
Brecker. Nick and Valerie's vocals are light,
breathy, and smooth, singing I'm gonna be
good to you / i'm gonna be right for you /
i'm gonna do my part / to never break your
heart. The chorus can be recalled and sung
at any time. .. '
The album's final cut Tonight We
Escape (We Make Love) is intimate. Again,
the duo's vocal interplay makes it seem as if
one is intruding' upon two lovers. There is a
sensuo~s and. personal aura ,surrounding
the lync: Tonight we escape / tonight we
create / .
true above all / we make love. The secret
also lies in the fact that Nick and Valerie in-
terpret the song with such a freshness and
sincerity that the passion is believable, not
stale. It is as if they met for the first time
which is what makes the duo rather unique
since they have been singing similar ballads
throughout their two-decade career.
Solid breaks new musical ground for
Ashford & Simpson. It is their first clear at-
tempt to incorporate complex synthesizer
arrangements using the latest in music
technology. If nothing else, the album
proves that the duo is well- equipped to
make their mark on the musical frontier of
the future, while preset Ying the sound and
style which has sustained them throughout
their uphill climb. Ashford & Simpson are
indeed solid. Solid as a rock.
-Lisa R. Rhodes
Call 725-3377 for an appointment.
On your' side. For nuthin.
"SO WHO SAYS




Certainly not your Day Session' Student
Government.
We put a good lawyer right where you need em
Valerie's gospel-tinged acoustic piano
chords, the instrumental mix combines a
thumping percussion section and horn ar-
rangement to make a dance track which
breakers and poppers will enjoy. The cut's
"hook," or chorus, has plenty of attitude
thanks to background vocals provided by
Nick, Val, and long time associates Ullanda
McCullough and Raymond Simpson (Val's
brother).
Outta The World is a haunting mix of
vocal crescendos, basic keyboards and bass
and a syntbesizer arrangement that hangs
on long after the 5:48 track. The Jungle, the
first of two selections from the movie Body
Rock, displays the duo's "wild side" with
rough and tough lead vocals by Nick, sup-
ported by Valerie's trademark call
responses and vocal riffs, which make a raw
and uninhibited sound. The combination of
Nick's lyric (but there's one golden rule /
everybody's got to pay their dues / in the
jungle / in the jungle), and Valerie's work
at the synthesizer, backed by musicians Sid
McGinnis on guitar and Francisco Centeno
on bass, gives this cut plenty of gut-punch
The side's final cut, Honey I Love You, is
the classic A&S sound. Nick and Valerie's
intimate vocal interplay and trademark. .
.5Weep5.J
lyric (Say it over and over a million times /
Honey, I love you) and smooth rhythmic
piano chords work.
Side two opens with Babies, which, in
this writer's opinion, is the album's only
sore spot. Despite Nick's no-nonsense,
straightforward, and important lyric (Your
mama shouldn't na told ya / babies were
made in heaven) and musicianship by
Valerie, the "hook" just isn't memorable.
Unfortunately, one is likely to forget the
song's lyric and melody. Perhaps a more
upbeat tempo and pronounced piano
chord, similar to that on High-Rise or
Street Corner, with less emphasis on SYn-
thesizer sound effects, could have made this
one a winner, particularly due to
McGinnis's guitar solo in the opening of the
track. The chorus is not a sing-a-long as in
other A&S tunes, and it takes several spins
The show attempts a light 4!~~ inthese
home scenes. It's about 1967 and this
working-class family is barely getting by.
Daughter Lindy's the only gainfully
employed member (as George's tinkerings
are not making any money and haven't for
years), and the strain of being uncomfor-
table is demonstrated. Lindy wants to run
away with her boyfriend, George wants 'to
seek fame through industry-only Perse-
phone (a.k.a. Constance) is content, and
she sees that deep down, they're not so
bad off either.
The show's rather quaint, but kind of
stifling also. The laughs are weak, the
category, but also as a successful husband
and wife team for nine years and parents of
a daughter, Nicole._ _
Solid, their newly released album on
Capitol Records, is a testimony to the deter-
mination, perseverance, and faith needed to
make a commitment last. The duo's most
ambitious work to date, Solid is a combina-
tion of new musical styles and the warm,
passionate sound that is an Ashford &
Simpson trademark.
Side one opens with Solid, the album's ti-
tle cut and first hit. A departure from the
standard style of A&S hits, Solid is lyrically
first-rate. It tells of a love that has been
tried, tested, and found true: you didn't
turn away / when the sky went gray /
somehow we managed / we hod to stay
together. Valerie, a well-trained pianist,
holds her own in a synthesizer arrangement
that makes for a fresh and daring new
sound. Though a bit unsettling at first to
this die-hard fan who looks forward to
barroom friend, is a jovial windbag who
convinces Riley to take him as a partner in
selling the reusable envelope to "Imperial
Stationery." Riley's oeuvre, however, is
disdained by all his companions, including
Carmen (Charles M. Kray) the barman,
Able (Jeremiah Alexander) the young Navy
fellow, and the unsuspecting Brown (Curt
Williams), whom Riley mistakes for an in-
dustrial spy. StilI, the comedy that unfoftls
is hardly believable, too hyperbolic. "Man
is born free and everywhere he is in
chains," decries Riley. He sees his inven-
tions as the freedom of expression his mar-
riage won't allow.
Riley runs away from home one Saturday
("Every Saturday," sighs daughter Lindy,
.. I give him his pocket money and he runs
away from home.") and heads to the pub to
spill his guts to his comrades, Harry per-
suades him to market his product, yet is on-
ly rambling; he's at the bar awaiting his
girlfriend Florence (Jill Larson) and runs
away with her at the end, leavi ng George no
place to go but-home.
Music: Solid as a Rock
It takes a mighty, mighty love, and plenty
of good 'ole fashioned hard work to sustain
a career as long as Nick Ashford and
Valerie Simpson have. A musical partner-
ship for 21 years, he the lyricist, she the
musician, they have composed some of con-
temporary music's most memorable songs,
including Ain't No Mountain High
Enough, Reach Out and Touch Some-
body's Hand, Ain't Nothing Like the Real
Thing, and Precious Love. Within the past
decade they have evolved to become the
music industry's most sought after song-
writing/producing team, and have become
performers in their own right while compos-
ing for themselves. They also manage Hop-
sack &. Silk Productions and Nick-Q-Val
Music, their own production and music
publishing companies.
Affectionately known as A&S, Ashford
and Simpson's record of achievement not
only includes accolades as the premier duo
in R&B, and perhaps any other music
Stage: Vintage Stoppard
Jeroille Kilty lIS ••A Free Mall n
.,
Through Rosencrantz and Guildenstern
are Dead and his more recent The Real
Thing. playwright Tom Stoppard's reputa-
tion has rested on his ability to fuse absurd,
dark comedy with an equally obtrusive
realistic, sometimes tragic view of the
human condition. Stoppard's earliest play
Enter A Free Man (now being revived at
the Perry Street Theatre, 31 Perry Street) is
a curio, a purely comedic work that, absent
of any serious intent or implications, in no
way anticipates the better' known tragi-
comic virtuoso,
Enter A Free Man is a slight comedy, an
overblown British sitcom that examines the
trials of one George RHey (Jerome Kilty),
inventor of ludicrous objects such as the
reusable envelope and the faceless grand-
father clock.
The play focuses on two sides of Riley's
life, his existence at home with wife
Persephone (Helen Stenborg) and daughter
Lindy (Deanna Deignan), and his romps at
the neighborhood bar, where he attempts to
sell his inventions, Harry (W.T. Martin), a
, .- ,.... -",







coach would like to have for ci»m-
petition. . . «'. .
BaruCh's team doesn't even PJ)I:-
tice at Baruch. ~ to' dub ;'Wbd
recreational scheichdes, the p«il';:is
only infrequently -~ ~available:.•
practices. It is also S yards~
the distance used ill competi~.
The team has worked out a ~y
~ac:rH='=~~~
campus. Due to t1Iis expensei~
coach is left witb...::smanfIu~
equipment. "I'mleft with Jess.....
a thousand dollars for _equi.t
after payiDg reaiial·fees :.tH~
for a schedule th.'s too 'sh~to
get in. good ~y worko.i.;"
said Figueroa. '.< ,;"
The team will swim in five metis,
whichinc:lude twO .competitioili~­
volving threesdl~ata~e
coaCh welcomes iiiterested stUdents
to try out for the·:"team. ;~: .
. - ....
.Honeywell
Though two montbsaway from
opening the season, upper junior
Pissi, <-team captain, wiD.beleading
the inexperienced team that has tess




Rookie Swimmers Wet Their Fee~;
times." .The coach of CCN\' hap-
Led by' new coach Edward pens . to have coached Fagueroa
F'agueroaand veterans Romain Pissi when he competed ten years ago.
and NobOrraMartinez, the Baruch FIgUeroa believes his team can
swimming team hopes to present a win with proper physical training
fOrmidable attack in 1984-85. . and mental psyche. "In the two
This year's team doesn't resem- months length of the season, our
all Wh players can improve drastically,"bIe last year's 2-8 team at • en saidFIgUeroa, who hascoacbed for
they open apinst NYU in mid-
~~~,. ~.two-.playerswiU to years__~~ is. a, Very .de-
represent last year's team. The two JII8IIdiDI SJ!Ol't on tile mind an,ct
.. ' ,'juBien are UBdou8ledIy·tIle . body. A swunmer peats·when he ~
top players on the team and will 17 to ·19 years ()f age.
play a big Part in its success.this If the schedule doesn't pe the
~: the . . • III coach a beadache, a small roster
JommgNCAA DiVISIOn and underscheduled practice ses-
for the first time, the Baruch swim- sions will hamper both him'aDd the
~. team~ be up apinst some "team. .
stiff competition.
.~'CCNYis the best in. the
Metropolitan Conference," said
Figueroa••cThey have the money,
facilities and the talent. They have
players who can swimwith natioDaI
•




Beyond scientific speculation and extrapolation, perhaps
the richest inspiration for imagining the future comes from
exploring our daydreams and realizing thattodays fantasy may
become tomorrow's reality If 'YOU have imagined what our -
world will be like in 25,ears, now is,our.chanceto release those
thoughts - tempered with your knowledge of technology-
byentering the 1984 Honeywell Futurist Awards Competition.
Ifyour ideasare among the most imaginative and feasible, )lOU
will be awarded $2,000, a trip to a futurist awards banquet and
a Honeywell internship, Read the accompanying travel plans to




TRAVEL AGENDA: Your mission,
should you decide to accept, is to trans-
pan}!OurseIf25years into the future,
takea look around and write three essays
ofup to 500 words each.Forthe first
. two essays, you are to write about signif,




Systems, 5)Biomedical Technology or
6) Computet'S. In a third~ lOU
are to write about the societal impact
of the changes you've predicted Your




Any person enrolled as a regular
full-time student at an accredited U.S.
college or university may enter, with
the exception of full-time faculty mem-
bers, previous winners and Honeywell
employees.
PACKING UST: To enter the contest,
type (or clearly print) your name,
address, college and declared major on
an 831 x 11" sheet of paper. We also
need your T-shirt size so we can
send you a Honeywell Futurist T-shirt
designed by French illustratorJean
Michel Folon. Each of the three essays
should be typed, double-spaced, on
separate 831 x 11"sheets witlwut your
name at the top. All sheets should be
stapled together and sent, unfOlded, to:
The HonevweU Futurist Awards
Competition, RO. Box 2009F,
600 South County Road 18,
Minneapolis, Minnesota 55426.
All entries must be postmarkedno
later than December31, 1984. Winners
will be notified by mail by February
1,1985. All prizes will be awarded.
PAYLOAD: A total of 30 winners will
be selected and awarded the fOllowing
prizes:
10First Place Winners will receive
$2,000 and an all-expense paid trip fOr
two to the Honeywell Futurist Awards
Banquet in Minneapolis. They will
also beo~ a paid 1985 Honeywell
Summer Internship.
, 10 Second Place Winners will receive
$250.·
. 10Honorable Mention Winners will
receive $100.
All entries are subject to official
rules and regulations fOr participation
and enay. Ifyou are interested in
receiving a copy of more detailed regu-
lations, write: Futurist Rules, P.O. Box
2009,600 South County Road 18,
MinneapOlis, Minnesota 55426.'
1Ogether.we Clift find the ...",en.
Tickets: $Z.50
TilDe: 8••
The Show You Won't Wanl To Miss
love.ber 121h Ihru 17th, 1984
Baruch CoUege Audilori1llD
. ~.
°Fencers Look to Rehuild
Baruch wiD attempt to duel for respectablBty.
By Orest Mandzy
The Baruch College Fencing
Team begins its 1984-85 season on
Dec. 7, against Pratt. According to
rookie coach Semyon Brover, "It is
hard to say how we will do."
Brover is not the only rookie on
the team. This year's squad has on-
ly one player who has fenced com-
petitively before. He is Derrick
Paul. Last year he wound up in
third' place in the highly touted
CUNY Competitions. According to
Edwin Harrell of last year's team,
"He should have a great year at the
foil (his weapon)."
-Besides Paul there are no other
veteran fencers on this year's
squad. This is a problem because
Brover must not only worry about
advancing the fencers' technique,
but many times he must worry
about the fencers' primary skills.
This, of course, takes time out
from the regularly scheduled prac-
tices.
According to Harrell, a rookie
team can surprise an over-confident
opponent. "You can pull an upset
easily, it only takes one person to
get the team roIling," he said. On
the more realistic side, David Moy,
another fencer from last year's 4-4
team, said, "We're extremely weak
this year. You really need experi-
enced people, and we just don't
have them."
Pessimism aside, one need only
look back at the accomplishments
of Peter Lewison, a former Baruch
fencer, who had never fenced prior
to coming to Baruch. He went on,
in a matter of years, to compete in
the 1984 Olympics. His case,
however, is rare. According to
Brover, "He is a very talented guy.
What happened to Lewison hap-
pens maybe once in a hundred
years. "
Fencing is a sport where skill and
athletic ability do not play the ma-
jor roles. Mental prowess and
dedication are probably the most
important factors for a fencer. A
person can be a natural fencer;
_ ..
born with rapid reflexes and a.
quick thinking mind. According to
May, "Fencing is a matter of
natural skill, so we could do well,
theoretically. "
Another problem the team faces
is one of personnel. The tearn re-
quires nine men and four women
fencers to compete inter-
collegiately. At present they have
the minimum number of male
fencers and five female fencers.
With such a roster, if only one per-
son misses a match, the team
automatically forfeits it. According
to Brover .the fencers on this year's
team have an outstanding atten-
dance record, but an absence can
occur. He said, "I wouldn't say
we're under-staffed, but it's always
nice to have some extra people."
The many new fencers on the
team have an attitude that is match-
ed by the college's athletic depart-
ment. According to Brover, "They
(the fencers) have equipment just
for practice, and equipment just for
competition." Enthusiasm fot the
sport is seen in the new players,
such as Marika Moses, who said,
"I took the fencing class. Now I
love the sport."
Archers' Target is Improvement Athletie Asides
By Fred Cohen
Last year's archery team had a
2-16· record, It was a .. record that
resembled the record of many of
this school's teams. However, with
new archery coach David Tang at
the helm, the team is hoping to im-
prove.
The reason for last year's
disaster, Tang said, "was that
many of the players were freshmen.
Now some have a little more ex-
perience." Still, they are a very
young team.
Tang was a member of Baruch's
archery team for the last three
years. "It's fun, but it's more fun
when you win," he said.
Archery itself does not take as
much natural skill as basketball or
baseball, but intense concentration
is a must. "Mostly everything is
taught in archery," Tang said.
"But concentration is very impor-
tant. I show the players how to
shoot, but it's basically the same
movement every time a player
shoots. "
The scoring in archery is based
on the ability to bit the bulls-eye.
There are ten rings on the target.
Ten points are scored for a bU~ls­
eye, nine if the arrow hits the rmg
just outside the bulls-eye, ~d so on
down to one point for a hit on the
outermost part of the target. Thirty
arrows per person are shot, with
300 points being perfect.
In some tournaments, such as the
Atlantic City Classic (a prestigious
archery event), sixty arrows are
shot, with 600 points being perfect.
Two and a half minutes are allowed
per three shots. In eValua.tin~, th.e
strategy involved, Tang said, Hit
the bulls-eye."
This year's team consists of 13
players, most of whom are begin-
ners. "They are coming along,"
said Tang of his relatively new
squad. He added, "It will be a
season of improvement. The sport
2
Tanlt's archers set their tarxets hllth.
is mostly mental, but the only thing
a shooter needs to have is a strong
shooting arm."
The archers, wh9p~ their horne .
matches in the 23rd Street gym. win
have some tough competition this
year.
Mercedes Gonzalez, a member of
the team, said, "I'd rather shoot
outside in the fresh air. The lighting
is much better outside." Gonzalez,
an upper freshman, said, "1 started
in archery because it looked like
fun." She is one of four women
currently on the team.
Man Fung Tse, another member
of the team, was a victim of
registration last year. "My classes
coincided with archery practice, so
I couldn't be on the team," said
Tse. An upper junior, Tse enjoys
being on the team, but is relatively
inexperienced. He said, "I need
some practice, but I should get bet-
ter as the season goes along." With
the arrows in their direction, the ar-
chery tearn should do the same.
~<
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On Oct. 22, Ray Rankis became
Baruch's new intramural director.
He replaces Tom Cracovia, who is
now working in the School of
Business. .
The Intramural Director's re-
sponsibilities, according to Rankis,
are: scheduling intramural events,
arranging for certain classes to be
taught at the Continuing Education
Center, and arranging recreation
schedules for the pool, armory ten-
nis courts, gym, and weight room.
"My responsibility is also making
sure that there are always student
aids in the facilities," said Rankis.
In trying to add more interesting
courses to the curriculum offered
by CEO, Rankis is attempting to in-
corporate courses in sports
management and classical dancing,
amongst others. He also hopes to
establish a certificate program,
whereby a person that receives cer-
tification is qualified to work in a
fitness center.
Since Rankis was just hired, he
hasn't had much chance to
schedule new events, let alone
oversee the ones that were already
scheduled. "Right now I'm going
through a lot .of orientation and a
lot or" paperwork," he said. He
added, "I apologize that we can't
offer all the events that we usually
offer in the fall, but in the spring
we'll have all the tournaments that
we usually have. " This is not to say
.that tbis.DILwilL~..Y9iQ...QL~:vent~_" __,__ ., _
On Nov. tS,-atl~.at-the.&JID..­
all .students are invited to par-
ticipate in a Turkey Shoot, where
the winner of a free-throwing con-
test wins a 10 pound turkey; On
that same day, at 1 p.m. a Turkey
Trot will take place in which the
winner of a one mile race around
Gramercy Park also gets a turkey.
Rankis noted, "You don't have to
gobble like a turkey, you've just got
to run."
The deadlines for registering to
enter in these events is Nov. 13.
You can register at the phys. ed. of-
fice. Finally, on Dec. 6 during club
hours, at the weight room on the
11th floor, a weight-lifting compe-
tition will take place. The deadine
for registration is Nov. 30.
In hoping to satisfy as many in-
terests as possible, Rankis invites
anyone with suggestions on new
events to stop by his office in room
1122 of the 23rd Street building, or
calling him at 725-7197. He added,
"My office is always open."
-Orest Mandzy
